
Describe Social Issue round the 
World -2021 Guide 
This world is a blend of chaos and appreciating minutes. We cannot take all humans on one ground. That's 
the incongruity of being alive in this world. Everybody is unique, and each of us has various degrees of 
chances, qualities, challenges, circumstances, and so forth In this way, with no question presence of some 
social issues is a universal fact. We cannot get escape from this. Yet, we can talk about those touchy topics, 
discover arrangements, and offer importance to play our part. 

If you are assigned to do an assignment or are all set to make a contrast essay, then here you find the way! 

Common social issues around the globe: 

For your convenience, we are dividing it into sub-parts; 

Economic issues: 

Although in this advanced era, countries have known their strength and weaknesses but still there some 
confused economies. They take decisions of high risk. Are they unsure where to allocate resources? How to 
utilize resources? What should be produced, and for whom should it be produced?  

Measuring economic welfare is another big challenge for economies. On which ground value is maximized? 
Should it be more monetary or less materialistic? If not any, then how to maintain balance?  

Meanwhile, you can also include how monopolistic sections of the economy can cause adverse effects on 
other related sectors in perfect essay writing.  

We can also not deny the unemployment and inflation issue with low per capita income in the world.  

 



Can we ignore day-by-day changes in the environment? 

Absolutely no. We can try to make things controllable. In this section, there are some ongoing issues we 
need to discuss; 

The very first is the increasing rate of pollution. It is of many types, and we humans are the biggest cause of 
it. So, how to make things stable by lowering our unhealthy activities, not excessively damaging natural 
sources, and relying on things suitable for nature. 

Degradation of soil, disastrous natural factors, increasing population of the world, decrease in natural 
sources and global warming, changes in the ozone layer, deforestation and many other factors need 
attention or research paper or essay writer.  

Why do humans not have human rights? 

Gender equality is not an untouched issue now. Instead, people give it the importance it deserves; equal 
opportunities for men and women, wages, and other facilities' equal percentages.  

Rights of children, basic fundamental facilities for education and health, discrimination based on race and 
colors. Unfortunately, people are bearing this all.  

When you research how to get the crux of social issues to write my essay, then make a list of all important 
issues according to your mindset and data or figures. Then present recommendations or solutions with well-
said theories or under the light of researched data.  

Then, whether they are psychological topics, technology, politics, or an individual's common life issues, your 
reader will be able to relate well. We think that is also a successful way towards perfect essay writing.  
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